IEA EnneaGroup Guidelines for Participants

IEA EnneaGroups are formed by Members of the IEA who are interested in participating in conversation with others around various topics or areas of common interest. You do not have to be a member of the IEA to participate in an IEA EnneaGroup. However, by choosing to participate in an IEA EnneaGroup, you agree:

- To abide by the IEA’s General Ethical Guidelines and these IEA EnneaGroup Guidelines for Participants,
- To keep a conscious focus on your own motives, behaviors, habits and defenses,
- To listen and respond respectfully to other points of view,
- To maintain confidentiality around information shared by others within the EnneaGroup unless explicit permission is given to share or use such information more broadly,
- That the email addresses of group members are to be used by EG members for EG-related purposes only and not for any other personal or business purpose, and
- That the email address you provided to the EG Facilitator will be provided to the IEA and may be used by the IEA for communication and promotional purposes.